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‘With economies stagnating, politics polarising, societies shattering and ecosystems suffering, I felt an urgent need to go walkabout …’ So begins Rod Oram in his timely BWB Text, Three Cities.

Journalist Rod Oram joins Penny Hulse (Deputy Mayor of Auckland), Rachel Brown (CEO, Sustainable Business Network), and Niko Elsen (Generation Zero) to look at the urban frontier of the green revolution. The world’s cities are at the frontline of change – where the tensions of global capital are at their most fraught, yet where creativity is enabling opportunity and leadership for the low-carbon transition.

Join the discussion in the BWB Winter Series – and celebrate the book launch with AUT Vice-Chancellor, Derek McCormack.

BWB books are available from all good bookshops and www.bwb.co.nz. The BWB Winter Series is supported by the National Library.